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OCEANSTAR
SAFE AND EFFICIENT BERTHING
TM

OceanstarTM is a decision guidance system that provides important information during berthing. This includes approach speeds,
rate of turn, distance to quay and target position.

A GNSS BERTHING AID

SAFE AND EFFICIENT

OceanstarTM provides precision guidance
during berthing that enables safe and
efficient manoeuvring.

Using information on the precise speed and
distance to quay, enables the Captain or
Pilot to make quick decisions when
manoeuvring vessels in confined areas.

This leads to a safer and more efficient
berthing operation, with less berthing
incidents, and time saved.

Target distances are calculated out of a
database with quay coordinates. This data
has either been pre-surveyed or previously
recorded using OceanstarTM.
OceanstarTM displays fore and aft distance
information, approach speed and rate of
change. Whilst at quay, the database is
updated with the quay coordinates.

Berthing with OceanstarTM
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QUAY IMPACT ALARM
This function is built in to avoid hard
landings/contact damage. An alarm will
sound if the vessels speed, approaching
the quay, at a specific point, is greater than
the defined speed limits.

QUAY DRIFT ALARM
Once alongside the quay, OceanstarTM
monitors the vessels fore and aft
positioning, activating an alarm if the vessel
drifts away from the quayside by more than
the pre-set limits.

SPEECH SYNTHESIS
During berthing, attention is often divided
between many different control instruments.
OceanstarTM assists by announcing the
distances and speeds towards the quay for
crew members to hear.
The spoken quay distances are fully
configurable. This feature can be turned on
or off as required, and the interval between
instructions is set by the operator.

Cruise Ship with OceanstarTM onboard

BERTHING DATA UPDATES
Users of the Oceanstar berthing system
continually accumulate and update
information about different ports and berths.
TM

This information can easily be shared
with other ships and Fugro by email,
keeping all users up to date with the
latest information.

CLEAR AND EASY TO USE
Using the OceanstarTM berthing system
requires minimal training.
E-learning is available to the operators on
board and as a web training programme.
The quay database is continuously updated
and shared between users.
The quay selection is automatic.
Distances to the quay-side are displayed
during approach as soon as the vessel
closes in.
OceanstarTM show approach speeds,
heading and rate of turn as well as berthing
distances, all on one display.

The OceanstarTM Berthing Display

The OceanstarTM Alarm and GNSS Display
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